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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 2 

A. Dr. L. Lynne Kiesling, Department of Economics, Northwestern University, 2001 3 

Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60208. 4 

 5 

Q. WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT OCCUPATION? 6 

A. I am Senior Lecturer in the Department of Economics at Northwestern University, and in 7 

the Social Enterprise at Kellogg (SEEK) program in the Kellogg School of Management 8 

at Northwestern University. 9 

 10 

Q. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU TESTIFYING IN THIS CASE? 11 

A. I am testifying on behalf of the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”). 12 

 13 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. 14 

A. At Northwestern I am also a Faculty Member in the Northwestern Institute on Complex 15 

Systems (NICO) and a Faculty Affiliate in the Center for the Study of Industrial 16 

Organization (CSIO).  I am the author or co-author of many academic journal articles, 17 

book chapters, policy studies, and public interest comments, most of which analyze 18 

electricity policy and market design issues.  I also write about economics as the 19 

editor/owner of the website Knowledge Problem (www.knowledgeproblem.com). 20 

 21 

I am also currently a member of the GridWise Architecture Council, a group of 13 22 

experts volunteering their time to articulate the guiding principles for an intelligent, 23 

http://www.knowledgeproblem.com/
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transactive, energy system of the future, and to guide and promote measures to transform 24 

the nation‟s electricity system into a more reliable, affordable, secure network in which 25 

users collaborate with suppliers in an information- and value-rich market environment.   26 

 27 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 28 

A. ComEd‟s proposal does not articulate an implementation-ready smart grid business 29 

strategy.  Without such a strategy, ComEd cannot assure the Commission that its smart 30 

grid investments will not quickly become obsolete, that they will provide the services 31 

needed in the future, or that they will be interoperable – capable of communicating with 32 

one another in a way that creates long lasting benefits for ComEd and its customers.  33 

Thus, ComEd‟s proposal is not sufficiently well-defined to ensure that it will result in the 34 

benefits that are possible from the creation of a smart grid.  Nor has the company 35 

established a process to enable it to create a strategy.  My testimony, along with the 36 

testimony of CUB witness Martin Cohen, articulates a framework for creating a smart 37 

grid strategy that will ensure that customers realize the benefits of a well-designed smart 38 

grid. 39 

 40 

Specifically, this testimony defines a „smart grid‟ and the services that a smart grid 41 

provides, explains why a smart grid must be planned using accepted interoperability 42 

standards, and elaborates on the benefits of a smart grid.  Finally, I recommend a set of 43 

criteria for evaluating a smart grid proposal and a process for taking the smart grid vision 44 

and turning it into an implementation-ready proposal, grounded in experience in similar 45 

implementations in other states. 46 
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 47 

Q. WHY IS A COMPREHENSIVE, LONG-TERM SMART GRID STRATEGY 48 

NEEDED BEFORE COMED INVESTS IN SMART GRID TECHNOLOGY? 49 

 50 
A. The probability of success in implementing smart grid investments will be increased 51 

dramatically if the parties work together to formulate a long-term smart grid business 52 

strategy, grounded in functionality and service requirements.  The testimony of CUB 53 

witness Martin Cohen also recommends such a process.  The development of a long-term 54 

smart grid strategy should include an implementation management process, facilitated by 55 

an independent third-party technical expert, who welcomes the participation of parties 56 

beyond the utility, develops specific functionality requirements, and incorporates 57 

industry-supported interoperability standards and other architecture standards.  Such a 58 

well-thought-out strategy is more likely to maximize the potential benefits of updated 59 

technologies and business models for both the utility and customers.  In implementing 60 

such strategies, though, it is important to employ a framework that increases the 61 

likelihood that the investments will not become prematurely obsolete (i.e., they will be 62 

“future-proof”), and that framework should include both a technical focus on 63 

implementing interoperable technologies and a collaborative process of determining the 64 

functional requirements, the benefits of those requirements, and the costs of achieving 65 

those requirements using different technical system designs.  Requiring such a process to 66 

formulate a long-term smart grid strategy will ensure the Commission that ComEd‟s 67 

investments benefit the company and customers for years to come. 68 

 69 
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Q. WHY SHOULD THE COMMISSION CONSIDER ANY SMART GRID 70 

INVESTMENT SERIOUSLY? 71 

 72 
A. Our electric power grid has the potential to benefit tremendously from new technologies.  73 

Consider how the technology embedded in the cell phone has transformed your life.  74 

Contrary to the expectations of the digital pioneers of the 1950s and 60s, we now have 75 

ubiquitous, multi-functional mobile telephones for talking, text messaging, emailing, web 76 

access, photography, and music.   77 

 78 

Your cell phone has more communication and computing capability than most parts of 79 

today‟s electric grid, which still largely uses 1930s analog technology.  This profound 80 

distinction between cell phones and electric grid components demonstrates the vast lag in 81 

value creation using the electric grid.  The electric power network creates value by 82 

facilitating the flow of energy, money, and information among the parties in the system.  83 

The more smoothly these occur, the more value is created, and the more all parties will 84 

benefit.  One fundamental key to opening the door for such value creation is 85 

interoperability, at both a technical and a business process level, discussed in greater 86 

detail below. 87 

 88 

In the next 20 years, the U.S. will spend $450 billion on electric infrastructure, just to 89 

meet load growth (Baer et. al. (2004)).  Anticipation of this daunting expenditure has 90 

prompted significant exploration of ways to modernize the grid.  Investing in information 91 

technology will enables us to transform the electric power network, making better use of 92 

the existing physical infrastructure and reducing the need for additional infrastructure 93 

investment. 94 
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 95 

Thus, as discussed in more detail below, the Commission must ensure that any smart grid 96 

investment is well planned to be fully interoperable and to provide services that capture 97 

all of the potential benefits of the smart grid. 98 

 99 

II. DEFINING A SMART GRID 100 
 101 

Q. GENERALLY, WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE TERM „SMART GRID‟? 102 

 103 
A. The term “smart grid” refers to a collection of technologies and business strategies for 104 

improving the electric power network‟s ability to deliver a variety of electricity services 105 

reliably.  Smart grid technologies integrate electric generation, delivery, and consumption 106 

systems with communication systems.  A variety of digital technologies are making this 107 

integration possible and are becoming less costly over time due to technological 108 

innovation.  Such technologies include, but are not limited to, remote sensing and 109 

detection devices for faults and outages, automated substation communications and 110 

operations, advanced metering infrastructure, and intelligent end-use devices that can 111 

respond automatically to data communication signals, particularly price signals. 112 

 113 

Q. WHAT ARE SMART GRID BUSINESS STRATEGIES? 114 

 115 
A. Smart grid business strategies take into account the diversity of parties that can, and will, 116 

interact in a smart grid network – the distribution company, competitive retailers, 117 

equipment vendors, and the wide range of heterogeneous consumers.  So, for example, in 118 

a smart grid business strategy, the distribution company interacts with retailers and 119 
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vendors to provide a variety of electricity products and services to the diverse range of 120 

customers in the electricity network. 121 

 122 

Q. WHAT CHARACTERISTICS DEFINE A TRUE SMART GRID? 123 

 124 
A. A smart grid is defined by its functionality and capabilities, including:

1
 125 

 Self-healing: a smart grid can measure voltage and frequency and detect and 126 

prevent faults and outages automatically, 127 

 128 

 Active agent participation: customers actively participate in the network, as with 129 

demand response programs, 130 

 131 

 Security: built-in resiliency to external attacks on the network, 132 

 133 

 Power quality: customers can demand interruptable power supplies in exchange 134 

for lower prices, 135 

 136 

 Interconnection: distributed generation and storage sources can interconnect 137 

within the network, 138 

 139 

 Markets: a smart grid is a transactive, market-based network, and 140 

 141 

 Efficiency: a smart grid optimizes resource use and minimizes waste and idle 142 

capacity. 143 

 144 

 145 

 146 

Q. ARE SMART GRIDS ALSO DEFINED BY THEIR ASSOCIATED 147 

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS? 148 

 149 
A. Yes.  One important component of a smart grid is a communication network that can 150 

handle these fine-grained, distributed information coordination and control requirements 151 

across so many different parties.  At a more technical level, the communications 152 

capabilities of a smart grid include (Gunther (2008)): 153 

 Proven, Internet-derived communication technologies, 154 

 155 

 Service-based architecture at the enterprise level, 156 
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 157 

 Self-healing technology, 158 

 159 

 Well-defined interfaces and points of interoperability, 160 

 161 

 Application of industry and international standards, and 162 

 163 

 Built-in security and network management. 164 

 165 

 166 

 167 

Q. DOES ADVANCED METERING INFRASTRUCTURE (“AMI”) ALONE MEET 168 

THE DEFINITION OF A SMART GRID? 169 

 170 
A. No.  Advanced metering infrastructure is frequently conflated with smart grid 171 

technologies, but AMI is a subset of smart grid technologies, and is but one component in 172 

a smart grid, albeit a very important one.  AMI is “a metering system that records 173 

customer consumption [and possibly other parameters] hourly or more frequently and 174 

that provides for daily or more frequent transmittal of measurements over a 175 

communication network to a central collection point.”  (FERC (2006) p. 17)  AMI 176 

investment projects are under analysis or in implementation in several states, including 177 

California, Texas, New Jersey, and Maryland.  AMI capabilities include: 178 

 Dynamic pricing, price signals to consumers, 179 

 180 

 Load control, 181 

 182 

 Automatic meter reading capabilities, 183 

 184 

 Customer voltage measurement, 185 

 186 

 Customer outage detection, 187 

 188 

 Remote meter programming, and 189 

 190 

 Hourly (or more frequent) remote meter reading. 191 

 192 

Q. DO THE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS THAT FORM A PART OF OUR 193 

EXISTING ELECTRICAL GRID FORM A SMART GRID? 194 
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 195 
A. No.  The existing electrical grid‟s capabilities are a subset of smart grid capabilities.  196 

Most existing communication networks have been designed either for automatic meter 197 

reading (“AMR”) or AMI.  In both cases, the communication networks would support 198 

“least common denominator“ smart grid applications, such as meter reading.  However, 199 

most AMR and AMI networks are inadequate for the more sophisticated, and potentially 200 

more valuable, applications of smart grid capabilities, such as distribution automation, 201 

plug-in hybrid vehicle interconnection and management, microgrids, demand response, 202 

and retail markets with automated customer response to real-time price signals.  These 203 

valuable applications, and other future applications that have yet to be created, are 204 

impossible given the existing communication networks. 205 

 206 

Q. HAVE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A TRUE SMART GRID BEEN 207 

ENUMERATED IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION? 208 

 209 
A. Yes.  The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (“EISA”) defines a smart grid 210 

as a synthesis of the capabilities described above.  Section 1301 of the EISA defines a 211 

smart grid as characterized by: 212 

 Digital information and controls, 213 

 214 

 Dynamic optimization with cyber-security, 215 

 216 

 Deployment and integration of distributed resources and generation, including 217 

renewable energy sources, 218 

 219 

 Use of demand response, demand-side resources and dynamic pricing, 220 

 221 

 Use of energy efficiency, 222 

 223 

 Smart technologies for metering, grid communications and distribution 224 

automation, 225 

 226 

 Integration of smart appliances and consumer devices, 227 
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 228 

 Advanced storage and peak-shaving technologies, including plug-in hybrid 229 

electric vehicles and thermal-storage air conditioning, 230 

 231 

 Giving consumers timely information and individual control options, and 232 

 233 

 Standards for communication and interoperability of appliances and equipment 234 

connected to the grid, including grid infrastructure. 235 

 236 

 237 

 238 

Q. ARE SMART GRID INVESTMENTS ALREADY WIDESPREAD? 239 

 240 
A. No, although investment in smart grid technologies has become increasingly feasible and 241 

valuable, supported by technological change, economic dynamism, and by recent federal 242 

policy changes.  Yet in Illinois, little such investment has occurred.  The Federal Energy 243 

Regulatory Commission‟s recent survey focusing on AMI implementation found that 244 

only 1.5 percent of Illinois customers have access to AMI technology, compared with a 245 

national average of 6 percent (FERC 2006, Table III-2). 246 

 247 

Q. DOES COMED‟S PROPOSAL COMPLY WITH THE DEFINITION OF A 248 

SMART GRID DISCUSSED ABOVE? 249 

 250 
A. No.   251 

 252 

Q. IN WHAT WAY DOES COMED‟S PROPOSAL DIFFER FROM THE 253 

DEFINITION OF SMART GRID DISCUSSED ABOVE? 254 

 255 
A. While ComEd‟s articulation of their understanding of a smart grid reflects some of the 256 

dimensions laid out above, it is neither sufficiently detailed nor specific enough to 257 

indicate consistency with the definition laid out in Section 1301 of EISA 2007.  ComEd‟s 258 

proposal includes only minimal discussion of the services to be provided by future smart 259 

grid investments.  In addition, and as discussed in more detail below, ComEd‟s proposal 260 
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does not require that its smart grid be fully interoperable.  Thus, ComEd‟s proposal 261 

cannot assure that Illinois consumers receive the full benefits of smart grid investments.   262 

 263 

III. IMPLEMENTING A SMART GRID 264 
 265 

Q. WHY MUST THE COMMISSION CREATE A THOUGHTFUL PROCESS FOR 266 

EVALUATING SMART GRID INVESTMENTS? 267 

 268 
A. Achieving smart grid benefits entails incurring costs and performing the benefit-cost 269 

analyses to justify the expenditure.  However, given the technology-centric focus of a 270 

smart grid, those costs and benefits will vary substantially depending on the functionality 271 

and services desired and the nature of the particular technologies chosen. 272 

 273 

Q. WHAT CRITERIA SHOULD SUCH A PROCESS CONSIDER IN EVALUATING 274 

SMART GRID INVESTMENTS? 275 

 276 
A. While a smart grid strategy should start with functionality requirements, it should also 277 

consider:  278 

 the rate of technology obsolescence,  279 

 280 

 the cost of being locked in to proprietary vendor standards, and  281 

 282 

 other related considerations that would increase costs to distribution 283 

ratepayers of having to replace integrated communication systems too 284 

early.   285 

 286 

One of the most important ways to avoid those costs is to design a system that meets 287 

functionality requirements and uses common architecture and standards. 288 

 289 

Q. WHY IS THE USE OF COMMONLY-ACCEPTED SMART GRID 290 

ARCHITECTURE AND STANDARDS SO IMPORTANT? 291 

 292 
A. Commonly-accepted architecture and standards are critical to the successful adoption of 293 

effective communications and information technology necessary to create the 294 
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interoperable smart grid system necessary for grid modernization and innovation.  295 

Interoperability is crucial for improving the grid, lowering long-run costs, improving 296 

reliability and service quality, enhancing market operations and effectiveness, and 297 

expanding variety and choice in products and services available to end-use customers, in 298 

ways that will be discussed below. 299 

 300 

Q. IS THERE INDUSTRY MOVEMENT TOWARD A COMMONLY-ACCEPTED 301 

SMART GRID ARCHITECTURE? 302 

 303 
A. Yes.  The GridWise Architecture Council (“GWAC”) is dedicated to the development of 304 

interoperability principles for the modernization of the electric power network, and to 305 

facilitating the implementation of these principles.  The GWAC is a group of experts 306 

formed by the U.S. Department of Energy.  The members come from organizations 307 

including utilities, industry, utility software, demand response, distributed generation, 308 

metering, building automation, information technology, academia, and more across the 309 

entire electricity chain.  The GWAC focuses only on interoperability principles and 310 

architectural frameworks to facilitate the smart grid.  One of the GWAC‟s roles is to help 311 

stakeholders understand these principles, and to provide resources to help facilitate an 312 

interoperable, modern, smart electric power network. 313 

 314 

Q. DOES COMED‟S PROPOSAL REQUIRE THAT ITS SMART GRID 315 

INVESTMENTS COMPLY WITH COMMONLY ACCEPTED SMART GRID 316 

ARCHITECTURE STANDARDS? 317 
 318 

A. No.  As discussed in more detail below, ComEd‟s proposal does not require that its 319 

investments be evaluated by these standards.  Below, I recommend that these standards 320 
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be applied in a multi-party process that creates a long-term smart grid strategy for 321 

ComEd. 322 

 323 

III.A. WHAT IS INTEROPERABILITY AND WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT? 324 
 325 

Q. PLEASE DEFINE THE TERM „INTEROPERABILITY‟. 326 

 327 
A. Interoperability is the ability of two or more networks, systems, devices, applications or 328 

components to exchange information and to use that information effectively for action – 329 

with little or no human intervention (European Industry Association (2004) p. 5).  330 

Interoperability is achieved when users can easily exchange and use information among 331 

various devices and software applications from multiple vendors or service providers.   332 

 333 

Interoperability in distributed systems has four basic elements:  334 

 Exchange of meaningful, actionable information between two or more systems 335 

across organizational boundaries; 336 

 A shared meaning of the exchanged information; 337 

 An agreed expectation for the response to the information exchange; and 338 

 Requisite quality of service in information exchange: reliability, fidelity, security. 339 

 340 

Multiple interconnected, interoperable systems are more valuable than if these systems 341 

are not interconnected, because they enable more value-creating transactions and more 342 

operational resiliency. 343 

 344 

Q. DOES COMED‟S PROPOSAL ENSURE FULL INTEROPERABILITY? 345 

 346 
A. No.  ComEd‟s proposal does not include a requirement that its smart grid investments 347 

meet the criteria for full interoperability described in more detail below.    348 

 349 
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Q. WHY IS IT CRITICAL THAT THE COMMISSION ENSURE THAT COMED‟S 350 

SMART GRID INVESTMENTS BE INTEROPERABLE? 351 

 352 
A. Interoperability enables the best possible long-term use of our scarce resources at the 353 

lowest possible costs.  If we create a better network of intelligent, interconnected, 354 

communicating power plants, equipment, and customers linked by high-speed, ubiquitous 355 

information flows, then we will get better reliability and higher throughput at lower long-356 

term costs.  Thus, interoperability is at the fundamental core of the value of a smart grid. 357 

 358 

Widespread interoperability and interconnectivity will improve the quality, breadth, and 359 

timeliness of grid and resource condition data.  With more elements on the grid having 360 

intelligence, measurement and communications ability, the devices can send real-time 361 

and exceptions data to operators and their collaborators.   362 

 363 

In addition, interoperability enables information sharing among parties interacting on the 364 

electricity grid.  These parties, who may be utilities, customers, retailers, system 365 

operators, or others, must be able to recognize and identify different types of information, 366 

which requires a common framework for identifying, processing, and sharing information 367 

across organization boundaries.   368 

 369 

Q. HOW WILL FULL INTEROPERABILITY ENSURE THAT COMED AND ITS 370 

CUSTOMERS REALIZE THE BENEFITS OF SMART GRID? 371 

 372 
A. Interoperability will make all kinds of operational and commercial functions more 373 

reliable and effective, including: 374 

 Initiating and coordinating a tag/schedule 375 

 Modifying a schedule (routine) 376 

 Modifying a schedule (urgent – congestion management) 377 
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 Requesting and coordinating a system-affecting outage 378 

 Communicating significant system information (including topology changes) 379 

 Offers/bids to energy stacks 380 

 Modeling – coordinating, validating, communicating model data 381 

 Determining dynamic operating limits 382 

 Acquiring and using customers‟ DR and DG services through contracts with them 383 

 Advanced meters, time-of-use rates, and meter data management. 384 

 385 

Q. WHAT BENEFITS DOES FULL INTEROPERABILITY CONVEY TO 386 

CUSTOMERS, COMED, AND THE ELECTRICITY SYSTEM AS A WHOLE? 387 

 388 
A. As discussed in more detail below, a fully interoperable smart grid holds the potential to 389 

provide the following types of benefits: 390 

 System-level operational benefits.  A fully interoperable smart grid could increase 391 

ComEd‟s situational awareness, ease grid operation, better leverage existing 392 

supply and transmission and distribution assets, and enhance the ability to 393 

incorporate demand-side resources into operational and market processes. 394 

 395 

 Reduce peak demand.  A fully interoperable smart grid could facilitate demand 396 

response and encourage energy efficiency.  CUB Exhibit 2.04 (Appendix C) 397 

contains an example that illustrates how an interoperable network of distributed 398 

intelligent devices enables demand response to benefit an elderly residential 399 

customer. 400 

 401 

 Reliability and security.  A fully interoperable smart grid could also contributes 402 

substantially to system reliability and security by facilitating increased protection, 403 

redundancy, demand response, distributed generation, and targeted load-shedding. 404 

 405 

 Improved communication across seams in emergency conditions.  A fully 406 

interoperable smart grid will allow operators to pre-identify and avoid emergency 407 

conditions spanning traditional grid boundaries and seams.   408 

 409 

Exhibit 2.02 (Appendix A) contains an extensive list of smart grid benefits for a wide 410 

range of stakeholders, from Baer et. al (2004). 411 

 412 

Q. HOW DOES INTEROPERABILITY ENABLE THESE BENEFITS? 413 

 414 
A. In order for these benefits to occur, network participants must have better tools for data 415 

interpretation and option identification, to help them understand and use this information 416 

effectively.  Interoperable, standards-based systems enable easier integration of computer 417 
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systems, making it easier and cheaper to keep up with changing technologies that provide 418 

enhanced capabilities.  Thus, interoperability provides for easy, clean data exchange and 419 

use, lower upgrade and expansion costs, reduced vendor lock-in because more vendors 420 

can compete on open standards, and better security (protection) and privacy management 421 

for sensitive corporate and client data. 422 

 423 

Interoperability will affect reliability by enabling finer-grained responses to potentially 424 

dangerous grid conditions.  It will also affect economic efficiency by enabling individual 425 

responses, through innovations such as grid-responsive consumer appliances, to changes 426 

in economic conditions, thus providing natural moderation of events like price spikes and 427 

cascading failures.   428 

 429 

 430 

III.B. GRIDWISE ARCHITECTURE COUNCIL INTEROPERABILITY PRINCIPLES 431 
 432 

Q. HAS THE GRIDWISE ARCHITECTURE COUNCIL ESTABLISHED 433 

PRINCIPLES FOR ENSURING INTEROPERABILITY OF SMART GRID 434 

INVESTMENTS? 435 

 436 
A. Yes.  The characteristics of interoperability are reflected in the GWAC Constitution 437 

Statements of Principle (or Interoperability Principles): 438 

 Respect organizational boundaries and security across the electric system supply 439 

chain.  Electric system business processes must become better automated across 440 

the value chain, while respecting privacy and each business‟ internal processes.   441 

 442 

 Embrace the evolutionary dynamics of business processes, technologies, and 443 

interfaces.  Over time, business processes evolve and the information system 444 

interfaces that support them are smoothly modified.   445 

 446 

 Enable the discovery and creation of new value chains and participants.  New 447 

players become active participants by accessing and delivering services through 448 

information system interfaces with other organizations.     449 

 450 
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 Enhance the resilience of the system to natural or deliberate attacks.  Automation 451 

with independent, distributed decision-making schemes promotes reconfiguration 452 

of the electric grid to protect and mitigate impacts. 453 

 454 

These Interoperability Principles identify several factors that must be assured within a 455 

high-level Architectural Framework for interoperability:   456 

 Shared meaning of content,  457 

 Indisputable identification (people, places, things),  458 

 Time and sequencing,  459 

 Configuration (set up),  460 

 Security and privacy,  461 

 Performance, reliability, scalability,  462 

 System evolution (revision deployment in a heterogeneous environment), and 463 

system preservation. 464 

 465 

Q. DOES COMED‟S PROPOSAL CURRENTLY ENSURE THAT ANY FUTURE 466 

SMART GRID INVESTMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THESE PRINCIPLES? 467 

 468 
A. No.  ComEd‟s proposal does not require that these principles be followed.  In addition, as 469 

discussed further in the testimony of Martin Cohen, ComEd‟s current proposal includes 470 

only four criteria for smart grid investments, instead of the comprehensive criteria 471 

discussed above, which are necessary to ensure that smart grid investments are fully 472 

beneficial to ComEd, customers, and the electric grid.  Consequently, as noted in the 473 

testimony of Martin Cohen and below, the Commission should establish a process by 474 

which all parties work together to create a long-term strategy for smart grid investments 475 

that ensures that the full set of interoperability principles are upheld. 476 

III.C. GRIDWISE ARCHITECTURE COUNCIL INTEROPERABILITY CHECKLIST 477 

FOR DECISION-MAKERS 478 
 479 

Q. HAS THE GRIDWISE ARCHITECTURE COUNCIL CREATED ANY TOOLS 480 

THAT DECISION-MAKERS CAN USE TO EVALUATE SMART GRID 481 

INVESTMENTS? 482 

 483 
A. Yes.  The GridWise Architecture Council‟s Decision-Maker‟s Interoperability Checklist 484 

is a tool to help decision-makers evaluate options such as capital asset investments or 485 
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new information technology opportunities to determine whether they contribute to 486 

interoperability.  Decision-makers can use the checklist to review policies or 487 

infrastructure investment proposals.  This checklist is included as Exhibit 2.04 (Appendix 488 

C), attached to this testimony. 489 

 490 

Q. DO YOU RECOMMEND THAT THE COMMISSION ESTABLISH A PROCESS 491 

TO EVALUATE SMART GRID INVESTMENTS IN LIGHT OF THIS 492 

CHECKLIST? 493 

 494 
A. Yes.  Below, I recommend that the Commission establish such a process. 495 

 496 

 497 

IV. SMART GRID EVALUATIONS IN OTHER STATES 498 
 499 

Q. HAVE OTHER STATES EVALUATED SMART GRID INVESTMENTS? 500 

 501 
A. Yes.  Other states have also initiated regulatory proceedings to facilitate investment in 502 

smart grid technologies, mostly in AMI.  For example, California, Texas, Maryland and 503 

New Jersey have completed or are in the process of procedures for implementing AMI 504 

investments. 505 

 506 

Q. DO OTHER STATES PROVIDE GOOD EXAMPLES THAT ILLINOIS CAN 507 

FOLLOW? 508 

 509 
A. Yes.  The process in California provides a good example of how a collaborative process 510 

can generate an actionable, implementation-ready smart grid strategy.  In the context of 511 

implementing the California Energy Commission‟s (“CEC”) AMI ruling, industry and 512 

vendor stakeholders initiated two task forces – Open AMI and Utility AMI 513 

(www.utilityami.org).  With input from the CEC, the California Institute for Energy and 514 

the Environment at the University of California, and other stakeholders, the Open 515 

AMI/Utility AMI collaborative process succeeded in designing what became Southern 516 

http://www.utilityami.org/
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California Edison‟s SmartConnect
TM

 AMI system 517 

(www.sce.com/PowerandEnvironment/smartconnect/).   518 

 519 

Some of the keys to the success of California‟s process include: 520 

 The establishment of the Open AMI task force for the rapid development of 521 

development of standards, practices, and guidelines necessary to foster 522 

interoperability in AMI systems; 523 

 524 

 Development of a core set of guiding principles; 525 

 526 

 Defining functionality requirements be deciding which services the smart grid should 527 

provide; 528 

 529 

 Establishing Utility AMI as a task force of utilities and utility communication 530 

architecture experts to develop interoperability guidelines and a reference architecture 531 

for AMI; 532 

 533 

 A task force and workshop process with clear tasks, deliverables, and timeframes; and 534 

 535 

 An independent third-party technical facilitator. 536 

 537 

Similarly, Texas is currently undergoing an AMI workshop and implementation process, 538 

initiated by the Public Utility Commission of Texas, to bring together stakeholders and 539 

engage in an implementation process that is conceptually quite similar to the California 540 

process and draws substantially on the success of that collaboration. 541 

 542 

Q. DOES THE COMED PROPOSAL INCLUDE A RECOMMENDATION FOR ANY 543 

COLLABORATIVE PROCESS SIMILAR TO THE ONES CONVENED IN 544 

CALIFORNIA AND TEXAS? 545 

 546 
A. No.    547 

V. BENEFITS OF A SMART GRID 548 
 549 

Q. DOES THE SMART GRID HOLD THE POTENTIAL TO INCREASE 550 

RELIABILITY? 551 

 552 

http://www.sce.com/PowerandEnvironment/smartconnect/
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A. Yes.  By enabling all parties interacting in the network to be more nimble, adaptive, and 553 

responsive, a smart grid reduces strains on the physical infrastructure and reduces the 554 

probability of outages. 555 

 556 

Q. DOES THE SMART GRID HOLD THE POTENTIAL TO PROVIDE OTHER 557 

SYSTEM BENEFITS?  558 

 559 
A. Yes.  By enabling these cost-reducing and value-creating incentives, smart grid 560 

technologies and business strategies also create system benefits.  These benefits include: 561 

 562 

 Increased capacity utilization: the regulatory requirement to build to meet peak 563 

demand and the prevalence of fixed retail rates result in an average load factor in 564 

the electric power system of only 55 percent (Baer et.  al.  (2005) p. 3).  A smart 565 

grid‟s ability to reduce the amount of unused capacity in the network will reduce 566 

long-run costs and increase economic efficiency. 567 

 568 

 Increased operating efficiency 569 

 570 

 Increased resiliency: dynamic pricing and distributed generation and storage 571 

enabled by a smart grid allows consumers and producers to be more nimble and 572 

adaptive to sudden changes in network conditions caused by equipment failure. 573 

 574 

 Decreased reliance on administrative control: a smart grid reduces the need for 575 

high reserve margins, reliability-must-run designations, and other administrative 576 

control mechanisms. 577 

 578 

In short, the system benefits that arise from a smart grid arise precisely because a 579 

transactive, information-rich network enables decentralized coordination to occur among 580 

the many diverse parties that interact in the network. 581 

Q. CAN A SMART GRID HELP CUSTOMERS SAVE MONEY BY CONSERVING 582 

ENERGY AND SHIFTING DEMAND TO NON-PEAK HOURS? 583 

 584 
A. Yes.  Increased and more timely information can enable customers to conserve energy 585 

and change their consumption away from peak hours, reducing energy costs.  Note, also, 586 
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that consumers who do not change their behavior also benefit, through the reduction in 587 

wholesale electricity prices discussed below.  588 

 589 

Q. CAN USE OF SMART GRID TECHNOLOGIES AND BUSINESS STRATEGIES 590 

CREATE ECONOMIC BENEFIT FOR CONSUMERS BY REDUCING 591 

WHOLESALE POWER MARKET COSTS? 592 

 593 
A. Yes.  Smart grid holds the potential to reduce wholesale power market costs by enabling 594 

customers to shift load and reduce peak load.  Giving ubiquitous information to 595 

consumers reduces overall energy use, but more importantly, reduces peak energy use by 596 

5-20%, depending on pricing and market design and the availability of end-use enabling 597 

technology.  598 

 599 

Customers‟ willingness to shift their electricity demand away from peak hours when 600 

given full information reduces the demand for electricity in wholesale power markets, 601 

including both spot energy markets and ancillary service markets, and therefore reduces 602 

wholesale prices.  Importantly, these reduced prices flow through to all consumers, not 603 

just those who have shifted their usage to peak hours.  Note also that peak load reduction 604 

would lead to reduced costs for ancillary services and the reduced need for, and cost of, 605 

high reserve margins. 606 

 607 

Q. DOES A SMART GRID HOLD THE POTENTIAL TO REDUCE THE COST OF 608 

PROVIDING ELECTRIC SERVICE?   609 

 610 
A. Yes.  A smart grid has the potential to reduce the cost of providing electric power 611 

products and services to consumers; such cost reductions are beneficial to the distribution 612 

utility, to retail electricity providers, and to consumers. 613 

 614 
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Q. DO SMART GRID TECHNOLOGIES AND BUSINESS STRATEGIES REDUCE 615 

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS? 616 

 617 
A. Yes.  Smart grid holds the potential to reduce operating and maintenance costs while 618 

improving reliability.  A smart grid could:   619 

 Reduce metering costs through automated metering,  620 

 621 

 Provide automated information about outages and blown transformers that 622 

reduces the time spent fixing them,  623 

 624 

 Identify and isolate maintenance issues on wires or in substations, before the 625 

equipment failures or outages even occur,   626 

 627 

 Alert the distribution company to faults before they causes an outage, and 628 

 629 

 Repair faults automatically. 630 

 631 

Note in particular the beneficial effects of such outage reductions on sensitive 632 

populations, such as elderly consumers who may rely heavily on electric power service 633 

for climate control and health-related devices.  Smart grid technologies and business 634 

strategies enable consumers to receive more reliable services at lower cost, thereby 635 

increasing the value that consumers gain from electric power services for the same price. 636 

 637 

Q. CAN SMART GRID TECHNOLOGIES AND BUSINESS STRATEGIES REDUCE 638 

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT COSTS? 639 

 640 
A. Yes.  Smart grid has the potential to reduce the cost of long-run generation, transmission, 641 

and distribution investments by reducing peak load.  Moreover, communication 642 

technologies have become less expensive over time, while the costs of planning, siting, 643 

and constructing physical infrastructure have increased dramatically.  Thus, investments 644 

in smart grid technologies can achieve many of the same reliability and resource 645 

adequacy objectives that traditional physical investments achieve, and increasingly do so 646 

at lower relative cost, including reduced environmental costs, as discussed below. 647 
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 648 

Q. ARE THERE OTHER BENEFITS OF A SMART GRID THAT AFFECT 649 

CONSUMERS DIRECTLY? 650 

 651 
A. The direct consumer benefits of a smart grid include: 652 

 Empowerment: increased and more timely information gives individuals more 653 

control over their own energy use, 654 

 655 

 Well-informed balancing of tradeoffs: increased and more timely information 656 

about their energy consumption enables individuals to assess the value of 657 

electricity consumption at a particular time and price, 658 

 659 

 Appropriate price risk: smart grid technologies and business strategies give 660 

consumers access to retail contract options that enable them to take price risks 661 

appropriate for their needs and circumstances, and 662 

 663 

 Distributed resource interconnection: a smart grid allows distributed generation 664 

and storage resources to interconnect.  Thus, consumers who want distributed 665 

generation or storage, such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, or want to form 666 

microgrids, can interconnect to the grid, benefiting themselves and the network.    667 

 668 

 669 

Q. DOES THE SMART GRID HOLD THE POTENTIAL TO PROVIDE 670 

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS? 671 

 672 
 A. Yes.  A smart grid has the potential to provide environmental benefits such as:   673 

 Reduced resource use.  Fewer resources are expended to make long-term 674 

generation and transmission investments and to serve higher load factors. 675 

Furthermore, many of peak-time assets are used during only a few hours each 676 

year and sit idle much of the year.  In addition to the cost saving from reducing 677 

the amount of idle peak capacity, reducing peak capacity creates environmental 678 

value by reducing required resource use to meet our electricity needs.   679 

 680 

 Ability to offer differentiated “green power” products.  A smart grid reduces the 681 

information costs to retailers and to consumers of offering and choosing green 682 

power products.  Thus consumers can have access to retail products that better 683 

match their values. 684 

 685 

 Renewable resource interconnection.  A smart grid facilitates the interconnection 686 

of renewable resources and distributed storage that can mitigate some of the 687 

intermittency problems associated with generation from renewable resources. 688 

 689 

 690 

Q. HAS ANY SMART GRID SHOWN THESE BENEFITS IN OPERATION? 691 
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 692 
A. Yes.  A recent pilot project illustrates the combined benefits that a smart grid and 693 

dynamic pricing can bring to residential customers, and through them to the system as a 694 

whole.  The Olympic Peninsula GridWise Testbed Project is a demonstration project, led 695 

by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), testing a residential network with 696 

highly distributed intelligence and market-based dynamic pricing (Hammerstrom et. al.  697 

2007).   I have included details of this cases study in Appendix B, attached to this 698 

testimony.    699 

 700 

Q. WHAT QUESTIONS DID THIS PILOT PROJECT SEEK TO ANSWER? 701 

 702 
A. Two questions were of primary interest in this project: (1) what dynamic pricing 703 

contracts are attractive to consumers, and how does enabling technology affect that 704 

choice, and (2) to what extent will consumers choose to automate energy use decisions? 705 

 706 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE RESULTS OF THE OLYMPIC PENINSULA 707 

PILOT PROJECT. 708 

 709 
A. 130 households with price responsive thermostats (and some with price-responsive water 710 

heaters) chose among three different types of pricing contracts: a fixed price contract, a 711 

time-of-use contract, and a real-time-price contract.  The real-time market occurred in 712 

five-minute intervals, and by changing the settings on their price-responsive devices 713 

consumers could choose the prices that they bid into the real-time retail market every five 714 

minutes.  The average customer saved 10 percent over the year; real-time price 715 

consumers saved the most, and fixed price consumers saved the least.  Real-time price 716 

consumers shifted consumption away from peak but did not decrease their overall energy 717 
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use.  Time-of-use customers both shifted away from peak and reduced their overall 718 

energy use, resulting in conservation. 719 

 720 

A smart grid business strategy that focuses only on operational cost savings is incomplete 721 

and fails to deliver as much value for money to consumers as is possible.  A thorough 722 

smart grid business strategy also incorporates a focus on both the direct consumer 723 

economic benefits and the environmental benefits of smart grid implementation. 724 

 725 

Q. DOES COMED‟S PROPOSAL ENSURE THAT ILLINOIS WOULD GARNER 726 

THESE BENEFITS FROM THE PROPOSED SMART GRID INVESTMENTS? 727 

 728 
A. No.  ComEd‟s proposal is incomplete and does not require the interoperability needed to 729 

ensure that these benefits are achieved.  Thus, I recommend below a process for taking 730 

the smart grid vision and turning it into an implementation-ready proposal.  My 731 

recommendation is grounded in the experience of similar implementations in California 732 

and Texas, as discussed above. 733 

 734 

 735 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMISSION 736 
 737 

Q. WHAT, SPECIFICALLY, SHOULD THE COMMISSION DO IN THIS 738 

PROCEEDING? 739 

 740 
A. Reject Rider SMP.  Instead, ComEd, retailers, consumers, the Commission, and Staff 741 

should work in collaboration to determine the services that the smart grid should provide, 742 

to determine the functionality that a smart grid should possess, to ensure that any smart 743 

grid investments are interoperable, and to evaluate the benefits and costs associated with 744 

different ways of achieving those capabilities. 745 

 746 
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Thus, I recommend that the Commission pursue a collaborative smart grid process 747 

through which these determinations and evaluations can occur.  Using the models and 748 

experiences of similar implementations, such as the Utility AMI/Open AMI collaboration 749 

in California, and using tools such as the GridWise Architecture Council Interoperability 750 

Checklist for Decision-Makers, ComEd, the Commission, and other parties must work 751 

together to formulate an implementation-ready smart grid strategy and business plan to 752 

maximize the potential benefit to consumers, while enabling the distribution utility to 753 

incur the necessary costs to make those benefits happen. 754 

 755 

This process should:  756 

 Rely on the definition of a smart grid as codified in Section 1301 of the Energy 757 

Independence and Security Act of 2007; 758 

 759 

 Follow a framework informed by experience in other states that includes: 760 

o An independent, third-party technical expert as facilitator; 761 

o A series of technical and policy workshops to increase widespread 762 

understanding of smart grid technologies and business strategies, and how 763 

they can benefit consumers; 764 

o The development of functionality requirements to establish the services 765 

that a smart grid should provide; and 766 

o The development of use cases and reference designs; 767 

 768 

 Use the GridWise Architecture Council Interoperability Checklist for Decision-769 

Makers to evaluate the investment decisions arising from this process. 770 

 771 

These recommendations will lead to concrete proposals for smart grid implementation 772 

and investment that are more likely to generate benefits for consumers and the utility than 773 

the current ComEd proposal.   774 

 775 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY? 776 

A. Yes. 777 

778 
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